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PETER PAUL ELECTRONICS CO INC
480 John Downey Dr
PO BOX 1180
New Britain, CT 06051-2910 USA

Class I, Groups C and D; Class I, Div. 2, Groups A, B, C and D; Class II, Groups E, F and G.

Model Nos. OE21-26 incl., OEH22 followed by Z, followed by additional suffix letters or letters with a number, followed by a single letter, followed by BC, BCC, C, CC E or EC, followed by F, H, M or P. Solenoids with suffix P or F may be marked “Rain tight”.

Model Nos. OE21-26 incl., OEH22 followed by additional suffix letters or letters with a number, followed by D, U, X, Z, followed by B, C, CC E or EC, followed by A, F, H, M, P or S, followed by additional numbers. Solenoids with suffix P or F may be marked “Rain tight”.

Models OES1, 52, 53, 54, 55, or 56, may be preceded by V or VO, followed by Z, followed by any four digit number, followed by any single letter, followed by C, CC, E or EC, followed by H, M, P or F.

Models OELS1, 52, or 53, may be preceded by V or VO, followed by Z, followed by any four digit number, followed by any single letter, followed by S, C, CC, H, M, P, F, E or EC. Solenoids with suffix P may be marked “Rain tight”.

Models OELLS1, 52, or 53, may be preceded by V or VO, followed by Z, followed by any four digit number, followed by any single letter, followed by S, C, CC, H, M, P, F, E or EC. Solenoids with suffix P may be marked “Rain tight”.

Models OES51, 52, 53, 54, 55, or 56, may be preceded by V or VO, followed by Z, followed by any four digit number, followed by any single letter, followed by S, C, CC, H, M, P, F, E or EC. Solenoids with suffix P may be marked “Rain tight”.

Models OEL51, 52, or 53, may be preceded by V or VO, followed by Z, followed by any four digit number, followed by any single letter, followed by S, C, CC, H, M, P, F, E or EC. Solenoids with suffix P may be marked “Rain tight”.

Models OEL21, OEL22, OEL23, OEL24, OEL25 or OEL26, followed by any single letter A through Z, followed by any single letter A through Z, followed by D, followed by D, U, Z, or X, may be followed by B, followed by C, CC, E or EC, followed by P or F, followed by 12 or 24. May be prefixed by V or VO.

Models OEL21, OEL22, OEL23, OEL24, OEL25 or OEL26, followed by Z, followed by any four numbers, followed by any single letter A through Z, may be followed by B, followed by C, CC, E or EC, followed by P or F, may be followed by additional letters A through Z. May be prefixed by V or VO.
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The appearance of a company’s name or product in this database does not in itself assure that products so identified have been manufactured under UL’s Follow-Up Service. Only those products bearing the UL Mark should be considered to be Certified and covered under UL’s Follow-Up Service. Always look for the Mark on the product.
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